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Zeelandia is producing a unique range
of glazing jellies under the name
Paletta. Paletta protects the fruit and
gives it a glossy appearance with a
natural colour. The jellies support the
taste of the fruit and give your pastry
products a superb fresh look.
The Paletta range contains:
• Paletta & Paletta Extra
• Paletta Luxury
• Paletta ColdJel

Paletta & Paletta Extra
Paletta and Paletta Extra do have an
outstanding fruity taste. It can be
applied manually or with a spraying
machine, because it does not contain
fruit particles. The Paletta Extra can be
applied directly from the bucket as a
pastry filling. Paletta has 3 different
flavours: Neutral, Apricot and Strawberry. The Paletta Extra is available in
the flavours Neutral and Apricot.

Paletta Luxury
The Paletta Luxury contains real fruit
and therefore it has a superior, real
fruity Strawberry or Apricot taste. It can
also be used straight from the bucket,
without adding water, as a fruit filling
for your pastry.

How to use
Both the Paletta (Extra) and the Paletta
Luxury are freeze stable and have the
same how to use. After adding 25-50%
of water it must be heated to
approximately 90-95º C.

How to use
Pour Paletta ColdJel in a bowl. Blend
carefully with a whisk or a spatula.
It can be applied with a spatula or
a piping bag or used for dipping.
Allow the Paletta ColdJel to stand for
15 minutes before cutting.

Packaging: 12,5 kg and 6 kg, sealed bucket.
Packaging: 6 kg, sealed bucket.

Paletta ColdJel
Paletta ColdJel is a multi purpose, ready
to use, cold setting gel. It is providing a
high gloss mirror glaze and is suitable
for coating and decorating a wide
range of confectionery products,
including fruit tarts and bavaroise.
Paletta ColdJel from Zeelandia can be
used as a cold setting jelly, a piping jelly
or a mirror jelly. It can be flavoured or
coloured to taste.
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